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ABSTRACT
A﻿ predominant﻿ understanding﻿ in﻿ information﻿ systems﻿ research﻿ (ISR)﻿ is﻿ that﻿ technology﻿ has﻿










parallel﻿ structures﻿of﻿small﻿networks﻿of﻿close﻿colleagues.﻿Thus,﻿ this﻿ research﻿sees﻿new﻿structural﻿
patterns﻿and﻿dynamics﻿emerging,﻿forming﻿a﻿much﻿more﻿complex,﻿yet﻿self-organizing﻿socio-technical﻿
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INTRoDUCTIoN
A﻿ key﻿ concern﻿ in﻿ IS-studies﻿ is﻿ to﻿ address﻿ phenomena﻿ relating﻿ to﻿ the﻿ design,﻿ implementation﻿ or﻿ 
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The﻿ intended﻿outcome﻿and﻿purpose﻿of﻿different﻿ technologies﻿ in﻿a﻿social﻿ system,﻿can﻿best﻿be﻿
described﻿by﻿ its﻿ spirit﻿ (DeSanctis﻿&﻿Poole,﻿1996).﻿The﻿spirit﻿ represents﻿ the﻿general﻿ intent﻿of﻿ the﻿
designer,﻿a﻿reflection﻿of﻿the﻿underlying﻿values﻿and﻿goals﻿within﻿the﻿structures﻿in﻿a﻿technology.﻿As﻿
an﻿example:﻿ERP﻿systems﻿have﻿the﻿spirit﻿of﻿standardizing﻿input﻿(Strong﻿&﻿Volkoff,﻿2010);﻿CSCW﻿
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